Slyther-in to something more
comfortable!

Female Harry Potter fans, have you ever wanted to cast a spell
over your other half in the bedroom? Whether it’s for the
bedroom or just for fun, becoming the sexiest member of house
Gryffindor is now a reality thanks to the latest in new range
of underwear that’s fun to wear. Who needs Hermione Grainger
and Ginny Weasley when you can make your own magic thanks to
this raunchy bedroom costume?
Launched by Yandy.com, the Harry Potter ‘Magic Student Fantasy
Lingerie Set’ looks set to be a hit among fans of the
franchise. The set compromises of a sheer grey lace crop top
with a white collar, a sheer, burgundy high-waisted panty with
a grey lace trim, a cheeky cut back, removable burgundy and
gold suspenders, and a matching striped tie (glasses not
included). As of now, the set is only available in the
Gryffindor colours of Harry’s house and there are no plans as
yet to include Ravenclaw, Hufflepuff or Slytherin, indicating
that romance between houses is prohibited. However, if you’re
a fan of wholesome Cho Chang or Bellatrix Lestrange, we won’t
tell.
The Potter set is part of a fantasy section in the classy
lingerie site which includes sexy superheroes and red hot
princesses and is available for pre-order now. Fittingly the
set was launched on July 31st, Harry’s birthday.
The set is hoping to prove hugely popular with fans and non-

fans of the franchise, flying out the door faster than the
speediest of Quidditch players. It is advised to get your
order in quick so you can say ‘Expelliarmus’ to your lover’s
clothes and ensure the night ends with ‘Mischief Managed!’
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Adriana Lima Gets Lost in
Translation
…
I’m
Not
Quitting Victoria’s Secret!

Adriana Lima is not hanging up her VS angel wings anytime
soon, despite recently saying she won’t be taking off her
clothes anymore for an “empty cause.”
Lima, who’s Brazilian, posted a lengthy message about turning
down a sexy video shoot recently, saying, “I am tired of the
impositions, we ‘as woman’ can’t be continuing living in a
world with such superficial values, it’s not fair for us,
beyond fair, it’s physically and mentally not healthy …” she
ranted.
We’re told that post was ONLY referencing the video shoot, and
NOT her work with VS. While many interpreted it as her
quitting her Angel gig … it just ain’t so. We’re told Adriana
thinks Victoria’s Secret actually empowers women to be
confident. The “empty cause” was the video shoot unrelated to
the lingerie line.
Lima, who walked in the VS fashion show in Shanghai last

month, had said she wants to stay with VS until she walks in
her 20th show with them — and we’re told that’s still the
plan. Rest easy, guys.

Victoria Beckham
plus sized range

launches

Victoria Beckham’s new Target collection will not only be
affordable, but also suitable for women of all shapes and
sizes too. It has been revealed that the line will be
available up to a size 24, when it finally goes on sale on 9
April. The fashion designer’s main line only goes up to a size
14 so this instantly makes her designs more accessible; not to
mention the fact that the prices are more high street than
high fashion, with the most expensive piece in the collection
costing £56.
Victoria spoke to Refinery29 about her desire to make the
range available to a wider audience, explaining: “I want to
design for women no matter their budget, age or size. I want
to empower women and girls, and make them feel like the best
versions of themselves. The fact I can offer plus size is
really exciting, it’s a first for me, and it’s something that
I’m proud of.”

Victoria Beckham’s new Target collection will be available up
to a UK size 24

The highly anticipated Target collaboration also features
childrenswear, and Victoria has said that a lot of the designs
were inspired by her five-year-old daughter Harper. “I didn’t
show her until I could physically show her the dresses,”
Victoria said of the collection. “She came to my studio and
she tried everything on and she loved it. She helped advise me
with the sticker books, and the colouring books. I said
Harper, ‘As a little girl what do you like that we do
together?’ And she pulled out her favourite colouring books
and sticker books. She was involved in that part and she’s
excited to get her hands on the full collection.”
The mother-of-four also said that the new affordable
collection was a way of celebrating her fashion line VVB,
“which is the sister category to my ready-to-wear collection.
And VVB has always been about celebrating Harper,” she said,
adding: “When I was pregnant with Harper that’s when I started
working on VVB and it was always the other side to my
wardrobe: fun, conversational prints, fun energising colours,
pieces that are very easy to wear. With this collection I feel
that I’ve been very honest: This is about me, this is about
Harper, the relationship that we have together.”
Hello

